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Abstract: The aging population is growing at an unprecedented rate globally and robotics-enabled
solutions are being developed to provide better independent living for older adults. In this study, we
report the results from a systematic review of the state-of-the-art in home robotics research for caring
for older adults. This review aims to address two questions: (1) What research is being done towards
integrating robotics for caring for older adults? (2) What are the research and technology challenges
that robots are facing in the home? Sixty-three papers have been identified and studied in this review
by following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
guidelines. Common themes that are consistent across the reviewed papers are distinguished
and consolidated as follows: (1) Ambient assisted living, where smart home environments and
physical support tools are studied; (2) Robot ecosystem, where robotic devices are used to provide
various services; (3) Social interaction, where the social isolation problem has been targeted. We
also summarize the results of similar literature reviews we came across during our search. The
results of this study present the current research trends and technologies used in each category. The
challenges and limitations of robotics applications are also identified. Suggestions for accelerating
the deployment of robots at home for providing older adults with independent care in the home are
presented based on the results and insights from this study.
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1. Introduction

According to the United Nations, the population aged 60 or over is growing faster than all younger
age groups globally [1]. As this trend continues for decades to come, elder care is becoming a grand
societal challenge. Although for many older adults, aging in place is their initial preference and is
seen to provide social and psychological benefits, their quality of life can be significantly reduced
due to physical impairments and loneliness [2,3]. Thus, there is a great need to provide older adults
with independent living at home. As the enabling technologies continue to emerge, we posit that
home service robotics is a promising option to realize aging in place. Research in domestic service for
elder care has been classified into different categories: rehabilitation robots, companion robots, health
condition monitoring, anomaly detection, and so on.

In this article, we provide a systematic review of the emerging technologies in domestic service
robotics for providing care to older adults. Our goal is two-fold: (i) provide a resource for the current
state-of-the-art in this field and (ii) reflect on the current emerging trends to identify future research
and technology development directions. Figure 1 presents a sample of robot systems extracted from
the papers we reviewed. The purpose of this review is to analyze the effectiveness of the published
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technologies regarding home robotics and to identify issues that need to be further addressed. We seek
to answer two questions in our review:

1. What research is being done towards integrating robotics for caring for older adults?
2. What are the challenges that robots are facing in the challenging home environments?

The purpose of these questions is to help us identify the pain points that older adults are
experiencing and whether autonomous robot technologies can help alleviate these issues. We also aim
to identify potential directions for improvements for the current inventory of autonomous robots.

Figure 1. Sample robots extracted from the papers reviewed for this study. From left to right: Giraff
[4], Hobbit [5], Matilda [6,7], Nao [8–11], iGo [12,13]. Various supports for older adults including
telemonitoring, social interaction, and physical support are provided by these robotics systems.

2. Methodology

To evaluate the state-of-the-art in home service robotics research and to determine research
directions for future efforts, we conducted a systematic literature review of papers published within
the five years spanning from 2013 to 2018. Our systematic review follows the guidelines set out by
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [14]. Unless otherwise
noted, two reviewers have independently applied the criteria and recorded their critical appraisals.

2.1. Study Selection and Criteria

Our study selection was based on certain criteria that draw on the PICO method of framing a
research question, summarized in Table 1. Although PICO is most often used in the medical field, we
saw it applicable to our review methodology as it allowed us to hone in on the specific characteristics
of the publications we are looking for. Our goal is to identify the literature pertaining to technologies
related to smart homes, robotics, and cyber-physical systems. The literature had to provide empirical
evidence that the technology did in fact support the older adults and addressed their needs.

Table 1. PICO criteria for selecting studies

# Criteria Key Element

1 Elder Population Population
2 Smart Home Intervention/Exposure
3 Robotics Intervention/Exposure
4 Cyber Physical Systems Intervention/Exposure
5 Cyber/Software Solution Intervention/Exposure
6 State of the Art vs. Conventional Assistive Living Solutions Comparator
7 Acceptance Amongst Elderly Outcome
8 Address Needs from Senior’s Perspective Outcome
9 Enhanced the Standard of Living Outcome
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Using the PICO criteria, we only focus on studies that reported older adults as their target
population. Intervention is the means with which the specific paper approached the problem (e.g.
smart home sensor, telepresence robot). A qualified study only needs to meet one of the intervention
criteria, which are shown in Table 1. In other words, we include studies using either smart homes,
robotics, or cyber physical systems. For the purposes of this review, the comparator criterion was used
by the reviewers to determine whether a publication developed a novel method of approaching the
problems associated with elder care and home robotics (e.g., neural net architecture, novel platform)
or used previously studied and proven methods (e.g., SVM, commercial robot). Outcome was used to
determine whether the results of the publication indicated an enhancement in the quality of life for the
older adults, specifically, whether it enhanced their ability to do certain tasks or enabled them to do
more when in an incapacitated state. It should be noted that a qualified study only needs to meet one
of the outcome criteria, which are shown in Table 1.

The following databases were used to collect the research papers reviewed for this study:

• ScienceDirect,
• IEEE Explore,
• ACM Digital Library,
• Engineering Village.

These databases were selected based on a number of criteria:

• The collection of indexed publications, proceedings, and journals associated with robotics and
their applications,

• Indexing of international publications,
• Accessibility within Northeastern University’s library.

Indexing of international publications gives us a broader insight into whether geographical
location plays a role in the research tools and methodologies for solving issues pertaining to robotics
in elder care and smart home environments. The language, however, was restricted to English. Our
search query was limited to a 5-year time interval (2013–2018) as robotics research in recent years has
developed at a staggeringly fast rate. Many novel innovations have been reported and we would like
to analyze how the state of the art has been applied to elder care in the home environments.

The search strings were selected to capture all research pertaining to assistive or home robots for
elder care and smart home technologies for elder care. We use the asterisk term (*) as a notation to
indicate a prefix. Thus, "assis*" becomes "assistive, assisted, ..." and all terms beginning with "assis*".
To capture our intended publications, we used two search strings for each database with the following
Boolean logic (or database equivalent):

• (home OR assis*) AND robot AND elder*,
• (smart AND home) AND elder*.

The search strings were applied to the title, abstract, and full text.

2.2. Study Screening

An inter-rater reliability test was initially performed between the two reviewers when selecting
the criteria on a sample set of 50 papers. The purpose of the test is to make sure that two reviewers
are having the same understanding of the criteria so that a similar score will be assigned to the same
paper. Initial results showed a low reliability score (known as the kappa reliability score), and thus the
criteria were redefined and made more specific. The second test showed a much higher score of 0.41
(corresponding as fair), and the criteria were finalized to what is now shown in Table 1.

After completing the inter-rater reliability test, we evaluated the collected records from all the
database results. A flow diagram summarizing this approach is shown in Figure 2. The PICO criteria
were applied to both abstract/title and full-text to extract papers for evaluation. The reasons for
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excluded papers during the full-text assessment stage are shown in the diagram (the reasons for
excluded papers at abstract/title level are not provided by the tool we used, CADIMA [15].) Please
note that one paper can be excluded for more than one reason. In addition, 775 records were collected
from the initial set. Sixty-three records were identified as a result of this process for an in-depth and
thorough evaluation. A table that outlines the category, approach and major outcome of the 63 papers
included in this study can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the screening process. Please note that one record can be excluded for
multiple reasons.

3. Results

During our investigation of the articles, there were certain themes that were consistent across
the various research papers. We have consolidated these themes into three major categories: ambient
assisted living (AAL), robot ecosystem, and social interaction. We further divided AAL into three
subcategories to review relevant studies more specifically. The three subcategories of AAL are smart
home, human activity recognition (HAR), and physical support tools. In the smart home category, we
reviewed articles that attempt to improve the lift quality of older adults by utilizing a wireless sensor
network. In the HAR category, different methods for analyzing older adults’ activity patterns are
reviewed. In the physical support tools category, we reviewed the development of robotics enhanced
tools, such as smart walker and intelligent wheelchair. In the robot ecosystem category, studies that
proposed novel designs or algorithms for robots in the context of elder care are reviewed. As for
social interaction, studies that aim at reducing social isolation are studied. We also summarize the
results of similar literature reviews we came across during our search. Both current research trends
and drawbacks for each category are revealed and discussed. We also give suggestions based on our
study results with the hope to lighten future studies and accelerate the deployment of robotics outside
of laboratories.

Table 2 shows the distribution of reviewed articles among continents. The total number and
distribution of records among the five categories are listed for each continent. The selected records
come primarily from Asia and Europe. No studies originated from South America. We believe that the
large number of research works from Asia is because of the rate at which the older adults population
is growing relative to other locations.. Research from Asia focused mostly on physical support tools.
Research from Europe primarily focused on social interaction and the development of novel platforms,
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such as Hobbit [5] and Giraff [4], that can perform multiple tasks for older adults. Research from
North America, on the other hand, was distributed evenly among five categories. A summary of the
distribution of the studies by year and category is presented in Figure 3. It should be noted that the
table and figure only reflect the distribution of our articles in this study, which depend on the search
strings and selection criteria.

Table 2. Global distribution of the evaluated research.

Continent Total Smart Home HAR1 Physical Support Robot Ecosystem Social Interaction

Asia 23 3 4 10 2 4
Europe 20 2 3 2 6 7

North America 13 2 2 3 3 3
Australia 6 1 2 0 0 3

Africa 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 Human activity recognition

Figure 3. Distribution of papers based on category and year.

4. Discussion

4.1. Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)

It is rare to find seniors these days who are completely self-reliant. Our physical and cognitive
abilities obviously decline as we grow older; thus, we lose the ability to perform routine tasks we once
took for granted. Robotics research has attempted to improve the lifestyle of the elder population
through both smart home environments and physical means.

A smart home environment can provide older adults with a more comfortable and secure
independent life by utilizing different auxiliary sensors. In [16], most representative European
telemonitoring projects were studied. A telemonitoring system connects patients at home and remote
therapists/caregivers through multi-sensor monitoring. Patients who live independently at home can
thus access in time assistance or emergency alerts. Instead of connecting inhabitants with professional
caregivers, many studies suggested the use of data collected from the smart home environment for
daily activity recognition. Ref. [17] uses data collected from simple state-change sensors to classify
11 different underlying activities. By partitioning sensor observations into 60-second intervals and
using a Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis topic model, an average accuracy of 76.15% is achieved
for two different datasets. Various types of sensors including temperature, state-change, pressure,
and cameras are used in [18]. Hidden Markov models are used to model human trajectories from
cameras. The trajectories are then fused with sensor data and become the input for an SVM classifier.
An average precision rate of 90% is claimed in this study. Ref. [19] instead uses sound information and
achieves a 70.5% average recognition rate for activities that are modeled in a series of steps. With the
help of accurate activity recognition, a spatiotemporal pattern describing human daily behaviors can
then be derived via various machine learning methods [20,21]. The wellness of older adults can then
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be determined by analyzing the activity pattern [22–24]. Essentially, machine learning is used for both
extracting features from sensor data and classifying activity patterns as normal or abnormal. A well
trained model can achieve good accuracy for activity recognition and pattern classification. However,
a great amount of data are needed to train the model; otherwise, bias can occur. Furthermore, since the
sensor network in different smart homes may have different configurations, it is hard to train a general
model that can fit the various smart home environments. In other words, a training process is needed
for a new deployment, which is undesired considering time and data needed.

It is worth noting that the sensor network in the review papers uses no camera except [18],
where cameras are used to extract trajectory. Instead, vision can also be used to recognize activities
directly. In [25,26], images from the first-person view are processed by computer vision and
then fused with accelerometer data to recognize activities such as walking, climbing, cooking, etc.
However, the recognition accuracy varies for different activities. On the other hand, in the computer
vision community, vision based human skeleton detection and pose detection have achieved good
progress with the development of depth camera and deep learning [27,28]. One good application
of pose estimation regarding elder care is fall detection. With the progress in computer vision and
review conducted in [29], we initially believed that vision based fall detection is already mature for
applications. However, a good fall detection accuracy can only be achieved with multiple cameras
looking from different views. Human skeleton detection accuracy can be greatly reduced due to self
occlusion when looked at from the side, and fall detection is thus affected [30,31]. Ref. [30] chose not
to use skeleton detection for fall detection due to this reason; however, multiple cameras (3) are still
needed to achieve a robust result in their setting.

Physical support tools of different forms have been studied and proposed to improve their
utility towards the elder population. Smart walkers, as an example, have gained many intelligent
functionalities in recent years. A passive robot walker named i-Go is introduced in [12,13]. i-Go
can interpret a user’s motion intention from hand force input via a neural network and provide the
desired driving force/torque to lead the way. A navigation scheme is then proposed to avoid moving
obstacles on the path. Ref. [32] proposes another speed controller for a robot walker which determines
the optimal speed by locating the user’s legs using a laser range scanner. A depth image based gait
tracking is used in [33] to ensure conformable usage of a robotic walker. A wheelchair, one of the
most commonly used tools to enhance older adults’ mobility, has also been enhanced with robotics.
Advanced localization and navigation algorithms have been developed, which enables wheelchairs
to autonomously navigate in both challenging indoor and outdoor environments [34,35]. Various
input methods for controlling the wheelchair have also been investigated. From physical joystick
to electroencephalogram, different possibilities have been explored by researchers to serve people
with different types of disabilities [36]. Smart crane/staff [37] and exoskeleton [38] have also been
enhanced with sensors and control algorithms to better secure the safety of older adults. Even smart
shower systems [39] and sit-to-stand systems [40] have been proposed as a means of supporting elder’s
daily living and rehabilitation. The number of research projects with similar ideas is staggering yet,
interestingly, very few of these ideas have been fully commercialized. One of the major concerns for
older adults is the additional weight and size of robotics supporting tools comparing to regular tools.
Even exoskeletons, a relative mature robotic solution with several available products on the market,
are reported to be heavy and bulky, which makes it inconvenient to be used in daily life [41]. Older
adults’ unfamiliarity with technology also contributes to the low acceptance of robotic supporting
tools [42]. Robustness is another factor worth mentioning. Even though researchers claimed good
results for their designs, most of the experiments were carried out in relatively simple and controlled
environments. It is necessary to make sure the tools provided to older adults can handle different
scenarios in real life.
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4.2. Robot Ecosystem

The various modules that could potentially be used to design a robot, such as visual sensors,
natural language understanding, and human–machine interfaces, have slowly reached maturity over
the last few years. What has not been well done though is the integration of all these systems into
one platform. Robotic research platforms have been proposed [5,43,44] which can complete simple
user requests such as bringing objects or answering general queries; however, they are limited by their
onboard functionality and hardware. The next step is to allow robots to leverage information from
other technologies in their environment to perform more complex tasks and requests.

Ref. [45] for example, introduces IRMA, a “domestic robotic system” that finds misplaced items
for the elderly. It is composed of navigation, perception, and communication layers that leverage a
single knowledge representation module of its environment and execute tasks using a state machine.
IRMA was able to understand and complete requested tasks 82.9% of the times. Its response times,
however, were relatively high, taking on average 10.1 s for tasks involving describing an object in its
knowledge base and 36.38 s to respond to a move command.

Ref. [46], on the other hand, investigates a similar problem to [45], but with finding people and
not objects using a probabilistic approach. The mobile robot tours an environment and continuously
updates its hypothesis on whether an individual is in a room or not based on visual observations. The
authors highlight that image processing takes 4-5 seconds, while the robot is stopped, to process the
image and update and verify its hypotheses. While the processing time is much shorter than that of
IRMA [45], it is still relatively expensive since the robot may need to react to other environmental
changes or system requests. Moreover, this latency is not mission critical, yet it makes the robot less
usable and effective in an actual domestic environment.

An approach to latency and compute constrained robots would be using a distributed system of
robots instead. Ref. [47] states that “it is difficult to design a single robot to handle all types of tasks
in [domestic] environments” and proposes the use of a multi-robot, distributed system to optimally
allocate tasks. The results presented demonstrate a heterogeneous system of robots to coordinate
effectively. This approach, however, is most probably not suitable for domestic environments due to
the inherent costs associated with multiple robots and their maintenance, though such an approach
should be considered in a larger environment such as an elder care facility or hospital.

In [48], the authors build a “smart room” that retain knowledge of all its elements with a
knowledge database called a “Town Management System”. This offloads all necessary computation to
the various sensors in the room such as radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags and floor sensors.
These sensors update environment information to the knowledge database and make it very simple
for the robot to complete certain tasks. All the robot needs to do is query the knowledge database and
it has all the information it needs. Like the multi-robot system approach, however, this is probably
not feasible due to costs and requires a very controlled environment, which, even for a domestic
environment for the older adults, may not be possible.

Robot architectures like IRMA are similar to the various robot systems surveyed in that various
sensors are used to gather information about the environment and store it in some form of knowledge
database, as shown in Figure 4. The recurring pattern in the literature, however, has been to either
completely rely on local computation for executing tasks or completely offload computation to external
sensors and servers. After surveying the literature, we believe that a combination of smart sensors and
smart robots is necessary to have robots effectively complete tasks for older adults.

Robots alone cannot understand their environment and require the assistance of external sensors.
However, they should also be able to act intelligently in the absence of certain sensors or external
feedback. The surveyed literature did not seem to address robot behavior in these situations directly.
The prior art usually skipped trial failures caused by network issues or ambiguous scenarios and simply
restarted their trials. While this may be warranted in an experimental situation, it is indicative of the
extensive research required to identify and propose first principles for robot design and architecture.
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With the introduction of “smart”, IoT, and connected devices in the home environment, a context
and environmentally aware system could be designed. A system of simple devices can be used to
assist more complex systems, such as mobile platforms, to complete tasks and would be more helpful
towards the user as the complex systems are able to leverage the aggregated information.

One approach to doing this is building an online knowledge base incrementally using abstract
representations of the environment [44]. A topological graph of object locations in an environment, for
example, during the mapping process while the robot is navigating a home would be very useful when
an operator later requests the retrieval of an object. Smart home sensors could be used to determine
where an operator is if the robot is called for support, enhancing navigation and minimizing the time
looking for an operator.

Figure 4. Architecture used by most robot platforms.

Some studies have gone as far to include body sensors as part of the ecosystem [49]. The research
done in [49] on sensor fusion provided a wealth of data that allows for Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN)-based event recognition and context detection. Auditory perception services, human position
and vitals tracking were all recorded, allowing for enhanced detection of critical events such as speech
and fall detection.

4.3. Social Interaction

One of the major issues that the elder population suffers from is limited social interaction. This
usually leads to a feeling of loneliness, having a negative effect on mental health and sometimes
promoting the development of Alzheimer’s disease [50]. It can also lead to self-negligence since older
adults are no longer interacting with other individuals. Researchers have attempted to address this by
using technology as a means for social interaction. In [51], a systematic review was conducted on the
various research approaches and technologies used to address social isolation. The two main trends
identified were general information communication technology (ICT) and robotics. The studies using
ICTs, however, were short term and no significant improvements in feelings of loneliness in the older
adults were found. The research trials using robotic intervention techniques, specifically those with
conversational capabilities, reported a decrease in social isolation and loneliness among seniors. This
is because the robot provides a social presence, the ability to connect with family and friends, and
depending on the platform, “talk therapy”.

There are a wide variety of products already in the market designed with social interaction in
mind, specifically via conversation, such as Amazon’s Alexa and Google’s Home. Both have had their
market success but suffer from privacy concerns (see Mozilla Privacy Study [52]) from users. These
products, however, attempt to behave more like assistants and less as a persona that one interacts with.
A natural and environment aware conversation is a key factor for a positive interaction with a robot
agent. Ref. [53] suggests a real-time correction system for natural language processing as a means of
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dealing with ambiguous and negative language. Such an interface has shown to promote collaborative
behavior and interactions. If we assume that we are in a smart environment, we can utilize the concept
of anchoring which connects sensor info with dialogue [54]. Here, a semantic system crawls through a
database looking for items with similar attributes, creating an enriched and informed dialogue with
a user.

The telepresence robot is one of the popular forms to perform social interaction with elder adults.
Difference telepresence systems have been proposed in [4,55,56]. Although these systems have different
features at the software level, they all share a similar hardware design that only has one screen for
communication and a mobile base for moving around. This is fine if verbal communication is the only
interaction method. However, the current research has shown that there needs to be some form of
“sensory enrichment” [7], where the robot interacts not just verbally but through physical and emotive
expressions as well. The evaluation of robot Hobbit in [5] also reveals that the multimodal interaction
possibilities including gestures with the robot are favored by users. Companion robots are designed to
perform interactions with elder adults in multiple forms, including visual, verbal, motions, emotive
expressions, and physical contacts. Unlike the telepresence robot which connects older adults with
other people for interactions, the companion robot interacts directly with the user. Companion robots
of various appearances, from human-like to animal-like, can be found both in research and on the
market. Companion robots are reviewed as effective in [57] and positive feedback for companion
robots was reported by older adults in several experiments. Ref. [58] evaluates a seal-like robot PARO
in a nursing home. Experiments with 10 older adults show that PARO has positive effects on increasing
older adults’ activity levels. Evaluation of social robot Matilta in an older adults care facility shows
that the companion robot has had a positive impact on older adults’ emotional well beings [6]. While
experiments with humanoid robot NAO in [8] also show that participants were comfortable interacting
with the robot, qualitative data from long-term trials (three months) reveal that participants’ enjoyment
with NAO might decrease over time. Similar concerns on long-term effects of companion robots were
also suggested in [59].

Another approach of interaction through motions have been seen in the development of robotics
coaches [9–11]. Robotic coaches have been designed to remind elder individuals to get up and get
moving. Humanoid coaches have seen positive feedback and successful implementations in elder care
facilities as they are able to demonstrate certain movements for older adults, minimizing the need
for a human coach. Some researchers have gone as far as to attempt to correct movements via pose
detection techniques, however, that resulted in negative feedback from users [9]. The main drawback
of this approach is that not all stretches can be mimicked by the robot, resulting in a minimized set of
exercise demonstrations. Other means of interaction could be through augmented reality (AR), virtual
reality (VR), or mixed reality [60].

The socio-cultural barrier is another factor to be considered for social robot development.
Experiments in [6] with Matilda showed that the robot must first cross the socio-cultural barrier
for acceptance, in addition to being productive, useful, and resilient. This means that social interaction
robots need to be designed with a cultural context in mind and not just an age demographic [61].

5. Challenges and Future Directions

To better answer our second question, we summarize the drawbacks of reviewed studies and
challenges that robots are currently facing. In addition to challenges from a technical perspective, we
are aware that potential ethical issues arising with the development of robotics for older adults are also
critical. We thus also highlight the ethical concerns that we believe need to be considered particularly.

5.1. Technical Challenges

Design drawbacks or blind points that were overlooked in reviewed studies are summarized and
presented by category. We believe it is important to resolve the following challenges to achieve the
transition from lab to market for elder caring robots.
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5.1.1. Ambient Assisted Living

• Deployment of an activity recognition system

While machine learning has been proven as a good tool for tasks of classification, the need for data
and training processes for different home configurations makes it hard for current systems to be
deployed on a large scale. This is due to the property of machine learning: A well trained model
can only deal with data collected from a particular sensor network. However, it is unpractical to
use the same sensor network for all users as each of them may have a different home configuration.

• Experiments in less controlled environments

Robustness of technologies for older adults caring is especially crucial. Not only is robustness
closely tied with older adults’ safety, but users who are accustomed to their current tools also
have little to no tolerance to failures of “new features” [62]. Most of the reviewed works only
conducted experiments with proposed methods/tools in a controlled environment. Instead, we
believe tests in real-life scenarios are necessary to achieve robust evaluation results.

5.1.2. Robot Ecosystem

• On-board computation capacity limitation

High response time of robots is reported in reviewed works due to limited onboard computation
capacity [45,46,49]. The long processing time makes a robot agent less usable and effective. Cloud
computing is helpful for this issue, but privacy needs to be carefully addressed.

• Data fusion from multiple sources

As we discussed in Section 4.2, some works have attempted to assist robot agents with data
collected from environment sensors [48,49]. Robots alone cannot fully understand the dynamics
of their environment due to limited perception ability. Information gathered from external
environment sensors and older adults’ inputs can thus be used to help robots better understand
their surroundings and older adults’ demands. Currently, most studies are treating robot
platforms independently and omitting the chances of evolving robots with external data sources.

5.1.3. Social Interaction

• Personal preference of the user

Our reviews on social robots found that most studies treat older adults as a united object. Although
some researchers have taken cultural context or age into consideration, very few of them attempt
to match the personal preference or conditions of the user. The findings from [63–65] reveal it is
important to match the user’s personal preference since older adults would judge a social robot
based on their own life circumstances, including both physical and psychological conditions.
A social robot should thus have the ability to adapt its behavior to older adults with different
individual problems, such as impaired vision or hearing.

• Novelty effect wears off over time

Current robots are not capable of self learning. Companion robots thus can only support
programmed interaction modalities and contents. Over a long-term relationship, older adults
are expected to get decreasing enjoyment from interactions with the same companion robot [8].
Attempts to provide users with non-repeating experience through companion robots have been
seen on the market. For instance, the dog-like robot aibo is open to third-party developers and
people can program new skills for aibo with provided API [66]. However, the effects of such
attempts have not been well evaluated in the reviewed papers.

5.2. Ethical Challenges

Ethical issues of using robotics for older adults caring will be more and more evident with the
development of robotics technologies. Six widely agreed major ethical issues regarding deploying
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robots at home were identified in [67], which are: (1) reduced human contact, (2) loss of control, (3)
loss of privacy, (4) restriction of liberty, (5) deception and infantilisation, and (6) issue of responsibility
if things were to go wrong. Other ethical and regulatory concerns including competences of caregivers
and robot safety have also been raised and discussed [68–70]. In addition to those well studied topics,
we would like to elaborate on two ethical challenges that are revealed from reviewed works and draws
less attention before.

• Knowledge Limitation of Older Adults

Findings from [71,72] report that older adults are willing to tolerate a decrease in privacy in
exchange for autonomy at home. Older adults seem to be happy living with technologies if they
have control over their own information. However, how can we make sure that older adults
can correctly interpret their privacy loss? Given the fact that many older adults are unfamiliar
with technology, there could be a gap between older adults’ understanding and the actual case
regarding privacy loss. In other words, should consent made with only a smattering of knowledge
be valid?

• Emotional Relationship with Robots

A long-term evaluation of socially-assistive robots shows that participants might engage in
an emotional relationship with robots [8]. With the development of artificial intelligence, the
behaviors of social robots will become more and more similar to humans and such emotional
bonding between humans and robots will be more likely to happen. How should such
relationships be judged? Should such connections between humans and robots in a deeply
personal manner be encouraged? If not, can older adults possibly control their emotions to robots,
which are going to be more and more intelligent in the future?

There is no immediate answer to certain ethical challenges, and there could be different answers
for different applications or scopes. Nonetheless, we believe one efficient way to resolve ethical issues is
involving older adults in the research or design process. Older adults are implicated but not present in
the current development of robots [73]. By involving older adults in the process of research and design,
researchers have the chance to take older adults’ actual concerns into consideration and thus reduce
the potential limitations of technologies. The ethical analysis method proposed in [70] also implies
that, along with all stakeholders in aged care, the voice of care recipients is especially important.

5.3. Future Directions

Based on our review and the discussion above, we identify the following future directions to
accelerate the realization of robotics applications for elder care.

First, in the category of AAL, physical support tools and fall detection can be viewed as mature
technology for daily use. Technologies for physical support tools such as navigation, obstacle
avoidance, and adaptive speed controllers are ready to use. In our opinion, what is left to be done
for physical support tools are more close to engineering problems. For example, an optimized design
regarding weight and size is needed to increase the acceptance rate among older adults and tests
involving older adults to ensure the robustness are needed. As for vision based fall detection, high
accuracy has been achieved in reviewed papers, but the need for multiple cameras reduces the ease
of deployment. More work on reducing the obstruction from occlusion are needed. On the other
hand, human daily activity recognition using smart home sensors is less mature due to the lack of
generality for different smart home configurations. We also found that very different activity labels
and validation protocols have been used in literature, which makes it difficult to compare and contrast
research methods and results. We thus suggest to develop extensive shared datasets like [74] to enable
benchmarking research. This can be helpful for both algorithm development and sensor network
design since researchers can iteratively improve designs.

Second, to enable the widespread adoption of autonomous systems in domestic environments,
research needs to focus on the architectural design of robot ecosystems. A combination of small,
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low-cost sensors that aggregate information to be processed in the cloud, offloading the computation
for robots, can drive costs down and make it easy to integrate autonomous systems in a home
environment. Figure 5 summarizes this by illustrating how both robots, users, and sensors all interact
with each other through a “cloud” connected database.

Figure 5. Proposed robot system architecture for domestic environments.

Third, to provide a better interactive experience for older adults, we suggest developing verbal
interaction models for different cultures and ages to improve robotics applications in social interactions.
Verbal communication as the most common form of interaction can become an efficient tool to break
the socio-cultural barrier and can be helpful to erase elder people’s insecure with robots. In addition,
we suggest conducting a long-term evaluation of social robots among older adults with two purposes:
understanding the effects of repeated interactions for older adults; finding and evaluating approaches
that aim to reduce repeated interactions with social robots.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented our results from a systematic review on robotics research in the area
of domestic older adults care. Current research trends have been identified and categorized into three
themes. Challenges and future directions for each category are also presented.

A great number of studies have been conducted on integrating robotics technologies into home
and progress has been made in the past decade. Certain autonomous systems and technologies can be
seen as close to mature from a research perspective such as physical support tools and fall detection.
However, engineering problems such as product design and comprehensive tests are still needed
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before actual deployment. More complex systems, such as daily activity recognition in the smart home
and mobile robot platforms, require more research.

A multidisciplinary approach is necessary for robotics to thrive in the area of elder care. Expertise
from engineering, medical, social science, and legal disciplines are needed to address all the ethical,
legal, and technical features to support robotics assisted aging in place.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Summary of reviewed studies

Study Year Category Approaches Major Outcome
[75] 2017 AAL Smart Home Arch. Prototype system design with XBees and Galileo. Off the shelf sensors to detect light, door opening,

etc. Creating DB for history and app for GUI. Environment monitoring instead of monitoring the
status of residents.

[18] 2016 AAL Smart Home Arch. Phidgets sensor system to house appliances. RGBD sensors, small monitoring robot. Activity
detection for elderly with alzheimers and mild cognitive impairment. Elderly participants prefer a
robot platform to a surveillance system.

[76] 2018 AAL Machine Learning
(ML)

Method to predict one’s functional health from unobtrusively collected behavioral data inside their
own apartments. It showed that it is possible to detect resident’s functional health decline using
unobtrusively collected in-home behavioral data. However, the shown results are not accurate and
need improvement.

[16] 2014 AAL Telemonitering Comparison of different telemonitering systems; a global architecture that summarizes studied
projects; issues of current systems: privacy, stable connection and generality for different diseases

[30] 2016 AAL Computer Vision
(CV)

A RGB-D dataset for human fall recovery. A modified DSTIP + DCSF method for fall recovery
subactivity recognition using depth images.

[31] 2015 AAl Computer Vision Depth image based fall detection. Equipped the depth camera on mobile robot to minimize the
blind area of camera. The accuracy reduces due to self occlusion.

[29] 2015 AAL Review A review on fall detection algorithms. The advantage and disadvantage of method based on
acceleration sensor, combined sensors and non-accelerometer are analyzed. A single acceleration
sensor has low accuracy. Video based fall detection has better accuracy but with the limitation of
price and privacy problems.

[71] 2015 AAL Review Consulting with elders in design is critical. Elders willing to tolerate some loss in privacy in
exchange for autonomy at home. Equipment should be reliable, non-intrusive, and have control
over data.

[24] 2013 AAL Smart Home Arch. A smart home arch. and algorithm to monitor the usage and household appliances and forecast
the wellness of users based on usage data

[17] 2016 HAR ML Human activity recognition method using a pLSA topic model.
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[25] 2018 HAR Wearable Devices,
CV, ML

A system that fused data from egocentric vision and accelerameter to perform activity recognition.
A framework for semantic representation and interpretation for detected activities. An application
for both users and clinicians to check detected results.

[26] 2015 HAR Wearable Devices,
CL, ML

A smart-glass and algorithm for activity recognition using egocentric video and head acceleration
data.

[20] 2018 HAR ML A two phases approach called CARER (Complex Activity Recognition using Emerging patterns
and Random forest) for activity recognition. In the training phase, emerging patterns and features
are extracted. A correlation matrix is constructed. In the detection phase, the traces are segmented
and activities are recognized from the segmented results.

[77] 2015 HAR Smart Home Arch.,
Wearable Devices,
ML

Using both environment sensors and wearable sensors to recognize human activities. The two
types of sensors are fused to construct a hierarchical activity recognition model. High accuracy of
97.48% is achieved.

[21] 2016 HAR ML Find sequential relations and temporal correlations among activities to predict the next activity of
a user

[22] 2018 HAR ML A learning automaton (LA) based on variable structure stochastic automata to achieve fast and
accurate pattern recognition and tracking. In addition, the bias of the proposed LA can be tuned.

[19] 2015 HAR ML The design and test of a complementary HAR system based on the analysis of environmental
sounds. Accuracy rate needs improvement.

[23] 2017 HAR Smart Home Arch.,
ML

A sensing system and algorithm that can detect normal and depression mental conditions based
on classification using extracted activities of daily life.

[78] 2017 HAR Computer Vision A human action recognition method based on human’s skeleton joints information and object
detection.

[37] 2016 Physical Support Staff A smart staff that can vary its length according to the height of elder and the slope of the ground.
[79] 2016 Physical Support Supporting Robot Modeling human and robot kinematics for a sit to stand support robot. Monitoring motion of user

for optimal sit to stand trajectory.
[40] 2016 Physical Support Supporting Robot A assistant stand-up robot that can predict the elder’s trajectory during the stand-up motion.
[12] 2016 Physical Support Walker A smart walker control scheme that can avoid dynamic obstacles.
[35] 2016 Physical Support Wheelchair A control system for wheelchair to track the reference trajectory on asphalt and gravel roads.
[13] 2016 Physical Support Walker Developed a low-cost force sensing grip. Proposed a learning scheme for the mapping between

the measured grip forces and the driving force/torque imposed on the walker for effective
maneuvering. Tested with 9 elders.
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[42] 2015 Physical Support Walker A smart walker that can navigate around the environment autonomously by accepting gesture
command from users. A evaluation of the smart walker was performed among 23 elderly residents.
The residents gave positive feedback but few of them are will to replace their current walker with
the proposed smart walker. The size and weight of the smart walker might be the reason.

[32] 2015 Physical Support Walker A automatic speed controller for smart walker using ground incline and gait sensor data. Tested
with 13 elders and the walker is seen as more comfortable with the speed controller.

[38] 2015 Physical Support Exoskeleton A multi-legged device that can help elders walk and prevent them from falling.
[33] 2015 Physical Support Walker A robotics walker with a depth camera that can track and analyze the gait of user in real time by

processing the depth image of user’s lower limb.
[34] 2013 Physical Support Wheelchair An improved particle filter localization algorithm that can improve localization accuracy in a

crowded environment. A trajectory planning method that suits a narrow indoor environment.
[39] 2017 Physical Support Other An assistant shower system can provide a different level of assistance based on a detected user’s

health status.
[36] 2017 Physical Support Wheelchair,

Review
A review on development of smart wheelchairs. Different input methods, operation modes and
human factors for smart wheelchairs are reviewed. It also concluded that smart wheelchairs should
be customizable to meet individual user’s preference.

[62] 2015 Physical Support Wheelchair,
Interview

Interviewed with wheelchair users, manufacturers, therapists and policy makers to explore
commercial viability of smart wheelchairs. The results revealed that smart wheelchairs are not yet
accepted by users. Costs, penalization, and ease-of-use are found to be important.

[41] 2019 Physical Support Exoskeleton,
Review

A review on lower currently available lower limb assistive exoskeletons. Technology employed is
thoroughly described. Current exoskeletons are found to be expensive, heavy, and bulky for daily
use.

[45] 2016 Robot Ecosystem Mobile Robot A mobile robot system IRMA. IRMA can take verbal instructions and find required object within
the home. IRMA can also describe the object’s position using furniture’s position. High user
satisfaction is achieved in a user study with 20 participants. Not able to understand sentences
containing anaphora.

[46] 2013 Robot Ecosystem Mobile Robot A method to find human users at home to initiate user interaction. partHOG and motion detection
are used. The algorithm has a high rate of success. Needs long time to compute though.

[80] 2013 Robot Ecosystem Machine Learning A fast online incremental transfer learning method that can help robots to learn attributes of
unknown objects by transferring attributes information from known objects.

[47] 2015 Robot Ecosystem Mobile Robot A task allocation system that coordinates multiple heterogeneous robots in highly dynamic real
world environments. Suits better for elder caring facilities than home due to the inherent costs
associated with multiple robots.
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[48] 2013 Robot Ecosystem Mobile Robot Integrate the mobile robot into a smart home environment. The robot can access environment
sensors and provide assistance based on data from sensors.

[81] 2013 Robot Ecosystem Mobile Robot An experiment to assess older adults’ attitude to robot assistance for medication management. The
older adults were open to robot assistance; however, their preferences varied depending on the
nature of the task and perceptions of one’s own capability. Social capabilities of robots may also
have influence and need further investigation.

[44] 2016 Robot Ecosystem Mobile Robot An incremental and online semantic mapping based on HRI. Abstract representation of env. is
build and then be used in task execution.

[49] 2018 Robot Ecosystem Robot Integrated
System

A smart home architecture including a mobile robot as assistant. Body sensors, ambient
environment sensors, and mobile robots are used to provide human position tracking, activity
monitoring and fall detection.

[82] 2014 Robot Ecosystem Review The review found that the majority of robots on the market were entertainment, toys and cleaning
robots. The interface between robot and home automation, home security and other subsystems
are missing.

[83] 2015 Robot Ecosystem Robot Integrated
System

RUBICON, a "robot ecology" where mobile robot, wireless sensors and other home automation
devices are tightly coupled to provide proper service dynamically.

[84] 2017 Robot Ecosystem Mobile Robot A mobile robot platform for interactive rehabilitation of disabled persons. Multiple interaction
systems have been integrated, including head gestures, hand gestures, eye tracking, voice, etc..
Moreover, several applications for rehabilitation training were developed.

[5] 2016 Social Interaction Mobile Robot Development of evaluation of Hobbit, a social, service and telepresence robot.
[43] 2014 Social Interaction Mobile Robot Evaluation of Hobbit, an assistive robot for older people. All participants are targeted older users.

Fetching an object was found as the most important function.
[4] 2016 Social Interaction Telepresence Robot A 42-month long-term review of mobile robot Giraff regarding the use of in in home environment.

Recommendations from different perspectives found during the evaluation were presented.
[9] 2017 Social Interaction Humanoid Robot Studies with elderly people regarding using a humanoid robot (NAO) as a fitness coach. Good

feedback from users and mean error of motions for each participants were found to decrease over
weekly sessions. Scoring of motions motivated the elderly. However, the robot is not able to
perform all gestures.

[85] 2013 Social Interaction Humanoid Robot A humanoid robot (NAO) that assists the elderly to perform fitness gestures. The robot can learn
fitness gestures from a human coach and monitor the elderly subject via skeleton analysis. Positive
user feedback for physical exercise.
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[8] 2014 Social Interaction Humanoid Robot Robot that physically coaches, telepresence, vital checks, and informs of dangerous scenarios
with system architecture was proposed and evaluated. The Almere model used to evaluate the
perception of robots. Long-term and cross cultural usage indicated positive results.

[61] 2016 Social Interaction Case Study An approach to design a social robot by identifying social practices needs to be addressed with
input from caregivers and elders. A case study with the proposed approach.

[51] 2016 Social Interaction Review A review on how technology can help with older adults’ social isolation. The study results show a
positive effect, but studies need to evaluate the effectiveness of addressing senior needs.

[86] 2018 Social Interaction Mobile Robot A human-like dialogue system for social robot using a finite state interaction model. Positive
feedback from a user study with 24 participants.

[84] 2017 Social Interaction Humanoid Robot A robot coach designed based on multi-user engagement models. The proposed robot coach can
handle both 1-on-1 and multiple users interaction.

[56] 2014 Social Interaction Telepresence Robot Proposed an architecture for a telepresence robot.
[6] 2013 Social Interaction Companion Robot User study of a communication robot, Matilda, in three aged care facilities. Matilda is able to

monitor positive or negative emotional state. The study results showed that the robot must cross
the socio-cultural barrier for acceptance.

[54] 2013 Social Interaction Dialogue Robot A smart home sensor integrated dialogue framework for robot. Enriched dialogue with user can
be achieved by using data collected from sensors.

[60] 2018 Social Interaction Augmented Reality An AR device to supply info and entertainment for the elderly. Acts as an assistant for scheduling,
medicine reminder, and memory recall.

[7] 2013 Social Interaction Companion Robot Design and implementation of a communication robot, Matilda. It shows that sensory enrichment
through music, dancing, and emotive expressions are important for a social robot.

[53] 2017 Social Interaction Dialogue Robot A natural language interface that enables users to provide real-time corrections for the behavior of
robots.

[55] 2015 Social Interaction Telepresence Robot Design and implementation of a telepresence robot for supervising and assisting elderly people.
[58] 2013 Social Interaction Companion Robot Evaluation of a seal-like companion robot PARO in nursing home with 10 older adults with

dementia. Positive effects of PARO were found on older adults’ activity levels. "Novelty effects"
were reported not an issue, but the trial period was not long enough.
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